Numerical design of a microfluidic chip for probing mechanical properties of cells.
Microfluidic chips have been widely used to probe the mechanical properties of cells, which are recognized as a promising label-free biomarker for some diseases. In our previous work (Ye et al., 2018), we have studied the relationships between the transit time and the mechanical properties of a cell flowing through a microchannel with a single constriction, which potentially forms a basis for a microfluidic chip to measure cell's mechanical properties. Here, we investigate this microfluidic chip design and examine its potential in performances. We first develop the simultaneous dependence of the transit time on both the shear and bending moduli of a cell, and then examine the chip sensitivity with respect to the cell mechanical properties while serializing a single constriction along the flow direction. After that, we study the effect of the flow velocity on the transit time, and also test the chip's ability to identify heterogeneous cells with different mechanical properties. The results show that the microfluidic chip designed is capable of identifying heterogeneous cells, even when only one unhealthy cell is included. The serialization of chip can greatly increase the chip sensitivity with respect to the mechanical properties of cells. The flow with a higher velocity helps in not only promoting the chip throughput, but also in providing more accurate transit time measurements, because the cell prefers a symmetric deformation under a high velocity.